Abstract: State-of-charge (SOC) estimation is essential for the safe and effective utilization of lithium-ion batteries. As the SOC cannot be directly measured by sensors, an accurate battery model and a corresponding estimation method is needed. Compared with electrochemical models, the equivalent circuit models are widely used due to their simplicity and feasibility. However, such integer order-based models are not sufficient to simulate the key behavior of the battery, and therefore, their accuracy is limited. In this paper, a new model with fractional order elements is presented. The fractional order values are adaptively updated over time. For battery SOC estimation, an unscented fractional Kalman filter (UFKF) is employed based on the proposed model. Furthermore, a dual estimation scheme is designed to estimate the variable orders simultaneously. The accuracy of the proposed model is verified under different dynamic profiles, and the experimental results indicate the stability and accuracy of the estimation method.
Introduction
In recent years electrified vehicles, including battery electric vehicles (BEVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), have undergone considerable development as an alternative solution to replace traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles [1] . To meet the power and range requirement in a limited space, lithium-ion batteries have been widely used in electrified vehicles due to their high energy density and excellent power abilities. In practical applications, the single battery cells are often series and parallel connected to form a battery system, which requires a battery management system (BMS) to monitor the states of the cells to ensure safe and efficient operation.
Among the states that should be detected by the BMS, the state-of-charge (SOC) is of great importance [2] . In terms of safety, the SOC should be accurately estimated to avoid over-charge and over-discharge. In terms of efficiency, strategies for charging, balancing and energy control are essentially dependent on the SOC. Furthermore, in terms of practicality, the SOC provides the user with information regarding the remaining range, thus reducing the drive anxiety. However, the SOC cannot be measured directly and should be estimated by other measurable parameters through a specific model. Several estimation methods have been proposed in the literature [3] [4] [5] . The Coulomb counting method is the most straightforward and is easily implemented. However, it has some drawbacks, including the inaccuracy of determining the initial SOC, the accumulated error over time and the uncertainty in the Coulomb efficiency. Some measurable parameters, such as the open circuit
Fractional Order Calculus and Fractional Battery Model
The concept of fractional order calculus has been widely applied in engineering and research areas, such as permanent magnet synchronous motors [32] , proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers [33] , heat transfer models [34] , and others. In general, systems having long memory, hereditary properties and dynamical processes can be more sufficiently modeled by FOC [35] .
According to the methods used in the generalization of integer-order calculus, FOC can be defined in several different forms [36, 37] . In this paper, the Grünwald-Letnikov definition [36] is used for discretization of the continuous fractional order equations. The α-order FOC is defined as: where D is the differential operator, α is the differential order value, T s is the sample time and k is the current time step. Here, the fractional order α is assumed to be constant. For the case of variable orders, there are several ways to extend this definition. In this paper, the A-type variable-order FOC in [38] is adopted due to its simplicity and is defined as:
where the constant order α in (1) is replaced by an adaptable order α k . For batteries, it has been proven in the literature that many phenomena that occur in them, such as mass transport [39] and the double-layer effect [40] , can be well characterized by FOC. The fractional behaviors of the battery can be indicated using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis, which is a useful method to explore battery properties. The typical impedance spectrum plot (Nyquist plot) for lithium-ion batteries can be divided into three sections [27] . In the high frequency section, the battery can be simply expressed by an ohmic resistor. In the middle frequency section, the Nyquist plot is a depressed semicircle, and the behavior of the battery can be represented by a constant phase element (CPE) in parallel with a transfer resistance. The CPE is a special element that follows a partially capacitive and resistive behavior [26] . The parallel combination of the CPE and the resistance is also called the "element that yields an arc in the Z plane (ZARC) element" in some studies [40] . In the low frequency section, the battery internal dynamics can be described by a parallel RC circuit with a Warburg element [41, 42] or a single ZARC element [27, 28] . According to the analysis above, the battery model can be constructed as in Figure 1 .
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where denotes the open circuit voltage, is the load current, represents the terminal voltage, and denote voltages across the two ZARC elements, which indicate the concentration polarization and electrochemical polarization effects of the battery [28] , , , , As shown in Figure 1 , the fractional battery model consists of a voltage source, an ohmic resistor and two ZARC elements. The mathematical relationship between the current input and the terminal voltage output of the proposed model can be given as: (5) can be discretized as:
It should be noted that the upper bound of the sum of the past states is set as the current time step k according to the definition to preserve the complete information of the entire past. However, the computation burden is too heavy and is impractical to implement. To reduce the model complexity, the summing upper bound can be set as a fixed number, where only N s points from the recent past are used. Then, U d,k can be solved as:
Then, U e,k can be deduced in the same way. According to the definition of the SOC, one can acquire:
where z denotes the battery SOC, η is the Coulomb efficiency and Q N is the battery nominal capacity. Then, the state space format of the proposed fractional order model can be expressed as:
where
, and ocv denotes the nonlinear relationship between the battery SOC and the open circuit voltage. For simplicity, the sample time T s and the Coulomb efficiency η are both set to be 1 in this paper.
State Estimation Using an Unscented Fractional Kalman Filter
As stated above, the conventional unscented Kalman filter is not directly applicable for fractional order systems, and thus should be extended [43] . In addition, such an algorithm should be further modified to suit the cases where the fractional orders may change with time. In this paper, based on the definition in (3), an unscented fractional Kalman filter for variable-order systems is implemented.
Consider the nonlinear fractional order discrete state space model given by:
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where x denotes the system state to be estimated, u denotes the system input, y is the system output, f (x, u) is the state transition function, h(x, u) is the measurement function, and w and v are zero-mean Gaussian process noise with variance Q and measurement noise with variance R, respectively. Calculate the weighting constants:
where n is the dimension of the state vector, and λ = α 2 (n + κ) − n, with 10 −2 ≤ α ≤ 1 being the scaling parameter and κ = 3 − n being the tuning parameter. Note that the constant α here is different from the fractional order α k . β incorporates prior knowledge, and for the Gaussian distribution, β = 2. Then, the UFKF can be summarized as follows: Initialization: for k = 0, setx
Computation: for k = 1, 2 . . . , compute the following:
(a) Sigma points generation
(b) State estimation time update
(c) State error covariance time update
(e) State estimate measurement update
(f) State error covariance measurement update
First, the filter is initialized according to the best estimation of the state and error covariance. Then, several sigma points are generated to approximate state estimates. Next, the state is updated through the transition function, and the state error covariance is calculated. Then, the system output is approximated using the transformed sigma points. After that, the posteriori state is corrected with the system estimation and measurement information, and finally, the error covariance is updated. The process above is repeated at each time step, and therefore, the system state is online estimated.
Fractional Order Estimation Using a Dual Filter
The parameters in the battery model may be influenced by many factors, such as temperature, battery SOC, capacity degradation, and others. To ensure the model accuracy under various operational conditions, the online parameter estimation should be carefully addressed. The use of a dual Kalman filter is an efficient approach to estimate the system states and model parameters simultaneously [44, 45] . However, to the author's knowledge, such a method has not been investigated for FOC-based models, especially for order identification. Since the fractional order values have a remarkable impact on the fractional battery model [46] , in this paper, the dual unscented fractional Kalman filter is proposed to update the orders in real time.
Generally, the dual estimator addresses parameters that can be integrated in the state transition function in the form of f (x, u, θ). However, as shown in (12) , the fractional orders cannot be included directly into the transition function, and thus, the corresponding estimator should be specially designed [38] . The unscented fractional Kalman filter for variable order estimation can be depicted as follows.
Initialization: for k = 0, setα 
where Q ω denotes the covariance of the order noise.
(b) Order estimation time and measurement updatê
where R ω denotes the covariance of the measurement noise caused by the uncertain order variation.
(c) Order error covariance measurement update
where δ ∈ (0, 1] is the forgetting factor.
The total scheme of the dual unscented fractional Kalman filter for coestimation of the state and variable order is shown in Figure 2 . The two separate filters run in parallel at each time step with information exchange. The state filter adapts the states using the best order estimates from the previous time step, while the other filter adapts the order using the state prediction from the current time step. In this way, the values of states and model orders are optimally estimated to adapt to the changing operational conditions. 
Experiments and Validations

Experimental Setup
Experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed method under real application conditions. A test bench is built consisting of an Arbin battery testing system BT2000 for voltammetry measurements, a programmable thermal chamber for temperature control and a host computer for data recording, as shown in Figure 3 . The cylindrical Li-ion cell from LG (LGDBMG11865) with a nominal capacity of 2.9 Ah and a nominal voltage of 3.7 V is used for the tests. The experiment schedule starts with the static capacity test at the temperature = 25 ℃. Then, the hybrid pulse power characterization (HPPC) test is conducted to acquire the offline parameters. After that, the federal urban dynamic schedule (FUDS) and dynamic stress test (DST) are conducted to simulate real driving conditions.
Static Capacity and HPPC Test
The static capacity test is designed to determine the actual capacity of the cell. First, the cell is fully charged in a constant current, constant voltage mode, where the constant current is at a rate of 
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Static Capacity and HPPC Test
The static capacity test is designed to determine the actual capacity of the cell. First, the cell is fully charged in a constant current, constant voltage mode, where the constant current is at a rate of C/3, and the constant voltage is the charge limit voltage of the cell with a cut off current of C/20. After the charge, the cell is stabilized for 1 h and then discharged with a C/3 current until the discharge limit voltage is reached. The capacity test shows that the actual maximum capacity of the cell is 2.906 Ah, which is slightly larger than its nominal capacity.
The HPPC test [47] is the most commonly used approach to identify the open circuit voltage and the battery model parameters. The entire HPPC test is composed of several basic cycles, which consist of a single HPPC profile, a constant current discharge to decrease the SOC to a certain value, and a pause for relaxation, as illustrated in Figure 4a ,b. The current is assumed positive for discharge and negative for charge here. Each HPPC profile includes a 10-s discharge, a 40-s rest and a 10-s charge, as shown in Figure 4c ,d. The unknown parameters of the proposed model can be acquired by minimizing the errors between the predicted voltages and the measured values using a genetic algorithm. The identification results are shown in Table 1 . Note that since the parameters are vulnerable to temperature, current rate and cell inconsistency, the offline parameters obtained in this part cannot adapt to all conditions and all cells. Thus, online adjustments are needed.
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The Dynamic Stress Test
The DST test [48] is a widely used dynamic driving profile to evaluate the performance of the vehicle, and is also used to validate model accuracy or algorithm efficiency [13, 49] . In the test, the battery goes through several DST cycles with the SOC operational range from 90% to 20%. The current and voltage profiles of the DST test are shown in Figure 5 . To verify the accuracy of the proposed model, the estimated voltages of the entire test are calculated with fixed and variable orders, as shown in Figure 6a . In the fixed-order model, the parameters are extracted from the offline HPPC test, as mentioned above. In the proposed variable-order model, the parameters remain the same as in the fixed model except for the two fractional orders, which will be updated dynamically. For a clearer comparison, the estimation errors are shown in Figure 6b . To verify the efficiency of the proposed SOC estimation method, three algorithms are compared, including the EFKF with fixed model, the UFKF with fixed model and the UFKF with variable model. To verify the robustness of the algorithms, the initial SOCs are adjusted to 100%. The comparative estimation profiles are presented in Figure 6c and their errors are shown in Figure 6d . Additionally, the identification results of the two fractional orders are shown in Figure 6e ,f. The DST test [48] is a widely used dynamic driving profile to evaluate the performance of the vehicle, and is also used to validate model accuracy or algorithm efficiency [13, 49] . In the test, the battery goes through several DST cycles with the SOC operational range from 90% to 20%. The current and voltage profiles of the DST test are shown in Figure 5 . To verify the accuracy of the proposed model, the estimated voltages of the entire test are calculated with fixed and variable orders, as shown in Figure 6a . In the fixed-order model, the parameters are extracted from the offline HPPC test, as mentioned above. In the proposed variable-order model, the parameters remain the same as in the fixed model except for the two fractional orders, which will be updated dynamically. For a clearer comparison, the estimation errors are shown in Figure 6b . To verify the efficiency of the proposed SOC estimation method, three algorithms are compared, including the EFKF with fixed model, the UFKF with fixed model and the UFKF with variable model. To verify the robustness of the algorithms, the initial SOCs are adjusted to 100%. The comparative estimation profiles are presented in Figure 6c and their errors are shown in Figure 6d . Additionally, the identification results of the two fractional orders are shown in Figure 6e ,f. From Figure 6a ,b, it can be seen that the fixed model where the parameters are extracted from the offline test cannot accurately track the real data. Conversely, the variable model can capture the voltage response more precisely. Since real time information is considered in the online estimation, the proposed model can achieve more satisfactory results. From Figure 6c ,d, it can be seen that the UFKF has better estimation accuracy than the EFKF. This is because the approximation error from linearization in the EFKF is reduced by the unscented transformation method. In addition, the estimated SOC of the variable model follows the reference profile more closely, compared with the fixed model. This proves that the proposed method can improve the SOC estimation accuracy by online adjustment of the model orders. From Figure 6e ,f, it can be seen that the fractional orders vary slowly with time, which intuitively proves that the model orders are dependent on the external operational conditions. From Figure 6a ,b, it can be seen that the fixed model where the parameters are extracted from the offline test cannot accurately track the real data. Conversely, the variable model can capture the voltage response more precisely. Since real time information is considered in the online estimation, the proposed model can achieve more satisfactory results. From Figure 6c ,d, it can be seen that the UFKF has better estimation accuracy than the EFKF. This is because the approximation error from linearization in the EFKF is reduced by the unscented transformation method. In addition, the estimated SOC of the variable model follows the reference profile more closely, compared with the fixed model. This proves that the proposed method can improve the SOC estimation accuracy by online adjustment of the model orders. From Figure 6e ,f, it can be seen that the fractional orders vary slowly with time, which intuitively proves that the model orders are dependent on the external operational conditions. 
The Federal Urban Dynamic Schedule Test
The FUDS test, which is also called UDDS [50] , is another typical dynamic driving cycle to validate the usefulness of models and algorithms [13, 51] . Similar to the DST, the battery goes through several FUDS cycles, and the SOC operational range is from 90% to 20%. The current and voltage profiles of the test are shown in Figure 7 . The estimated voltages and their errors are shown in Figure 8a 
The FUDS test, which is also called UDDS [50] , is another typical dynamic driving cycle to validate the usefulness of models and algorithms [13, 51] . Similar to the DST, the battery goes through several FUDS cycles, and the SOC operational range is from 90% to 20%. The current and voltage profiles of the test are shown in Figure 7 . The estimated voltages and their errors are shown in Figure 8a It can be concluded from Figure 8 that the UFKF with variable model has the best performance in terms of both the voltage and SOC estimation. To quantify the superiority of the proposed method, the statistical results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 . For the model accuracy, the root mean square errors (RMSEs) between the estimated voltage and the measured data of the proposed variable model are 19.658 mV in the DST and 21.734 mV in FUDS test, which represent a 45.4% and 42.9% improvement over the fixed parameter models, respectively. The RMSEs for the SOC estimation of the variable model based on the UFKF in the DST and FUDS test are 1.071% and 1.503%, respectively. It should be noted that to emphasize the correction capability of the proposed method, only the two fractional orders are chosen for dual estimation in the tests. The model and SOC accuracy can be further improved by adding a conventional dual filter to update the other model parameters. 
Conclusions
The fractional order battery models have attracted increasing interest in recent years due to their strong capability to describe battery dynamics. However, since the order values are obtained by offline methods, the accuracy of the existing fractional order models is limited. In addition, the EFKF used in the SOC estimation has a number of flaws, such as linearization errors and the complicated computation of the Jacobian matrix. In this paper, three contributions are made. First, a new model with fractional variable-order is proposed. Second, the conventional unscented Kalman filter is implemented for the fractional system and is used for SOC estimation. Third, the dual filter scheme is designed to estimate the SOC and model orders simultaneously. Experimental results show that the variable-order model can precisely simulate the battery dynamics and that the internal SOC can be well estimated using the proposed method.
